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Copywriting and rewriting as the main source of income - what and how?
Good day, dear readers!
This article is devoted to a very popular and demanded form of earning on the
Internet - earning from writing texts. If you are able to express your thoughts in
writing, you can safely do this type of work on the Internet. The only limitation is
literacy, if you make 5 mistakes in a single word when writing, then you better
choose a different way of making money on the Internet, because it will take you too
much time to correct mistakes, because of which your income will not be very high .
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• How it works - there is a person who needs some kind of text, for example, an
article about football for his site, but he himself cannot or does not want to write this
text. He goes to the copywriting exchange and places an order to write this text. You
see this order, take it and write the text, then the customer checks it and, if everything
suits him, pays for your work, and the exchange takes a commission either from the
customer or from you.
• There is another option - you write text on absolutely any topic that you like, and
post it on the stock exchange. Then comes the person who needs a text on this topic,
looks at your work, and buys it if it suits him, while the copyrights to the text pass to
the buyer. There is also the possibility of constant cooperation - if the customer liked
your work, he can send new orders to you. However, be prepared for the fact that at
first some of your work may not be accepted due to poor quality - this is normal,
everyone goes through it.
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